- the other side of the card (now you take it in your right hand) with:
-> four images that create a movement of camera coming closer to a
person sitting in the waiting room at the train station.
-> we can conclude from the last image that this person is putting
contact lenses - coming closer until we see what the person sees
-> the eye that looks to the mirror - looking to the camera is a bit
weird
- it is about changing the gaze, the object of observing makes a contact
with the observer - looks back at you
- this is a simplification, happy simplification hopefully.
- I will try to put in something of what is left out, following Pia’s notes on
Karen Barad’s “meeting the universe half-way”:
-> beside the lens, the mirror, the camera, Vijai’s eye, his hands holding camera, which is fed with the film, feeding the scanner, the computer,
the editing program, the Internet network, another computer connected
to the printer, paper fed into the printer... and also person that fed it and
a lot of more persons. and this apparatus gets more complex if we also
include in the practice of making this text.

- the lens is actually blue and white, but this is black and white image so this you have to trust
- it is adding metaphorical perspective to the photo-novel story
(bought it few years ago from the berlin beinalle, 15 eur)

- fixing a gaze that can kill
- giving a gaze to a person when they are unaware
- talisman that is used to protect from the evil eye curse is usually also
called “evil eye”
- the origin of the English word “fascinate” -> from the verb fascinare =>
“to cast a spell”
- simply to glare at the person in anger or disgust
- the evil eye is “an example of how one soul may affect another through
unseen connections between them
- contrary to popular belief, the evil eye is not necessarily given by someone wishing you ill, but it stems from admiration.
- since it is technically possible to give yourself the evil eye, it is advised
to be humble

- the mirror comes from the public talk
- the group of artists gave it to the audience and we have been looking at
our faces passing it to each other, while listening about their suggestion
where else to look
- to see our assholes as a proposal for a political change
- I didn’t give back the mirror.

- notice the background in this last image, if you haven’t by now
-> nice, no?
- it’s Yona Friedman’s vitrage made of plastic bags
-> just commercial plastic bags of different colors put pressed in between
two Plexiglases, like a portable prototype
-> I don’t know for sure how I have it. think that when Eleanor was moving she left it here and she had it in the first place because somebody
forgot it at her house

